The usual approaches of using local search can hardly be generalized. The advance in e ciency is the primary goal, whereas generality is often disregarded. This manifests in very domain-speci c problem encodings and specialized satisfaction methods, e.g. the solving of a TSP by edge-exchanging techniques based on a graph representation.
Local Search
Local search techniques perform a search by iteratively changing a complete assignment. For each iteration a neighborhood of potential successor states is generated. The quality of the neighborhood states is compared by an objective function. This information is used by the successor choice criterion to determine the successor state. Popular local search techniques include simulated annealing KGV83], tabu search Glo89], evolutionary algorithms Gol89], GSAT Gu92, SLM92] , and WSAT SKC96] .
The application of local search is well-substantiated, if the problem domain features only restricted claims on optimality, large problems, short computation time limits, a partial constraint satisfaction, and a dynamic constraint satisfaction.
In contrast to re nement search, local search cannot guarantee to nd global optima or satisfying solutions. Most of the local search methods are incomplete, and it is possible for them to get trapped in local optima or on plateaus. Many local search methods apply additional techniques to escape from those local minima and plateaus, such as tabu lists, random walks, or restarts.
On the other hand, the production of a variable assignment by re nement techniques takes a lot of time, as a lot of labeling/propagation (and maybe backtracking) cycles have to be performed. Local search is an anytime algorithm ZR95] and improvement iterations can mostly be computed very fast, resulting in a temporally tight sequence of improvement steps. Thereby early results are computed much faster. Later on, when local search is caught in local minima, there is a change in superiority towards re nement search. This is con rmed by a couple of publications, reporting that short time limits and large problems usually result in a signi cant superiority of local search in contrast to complete re nement methods WF96, Gent97] .
A dynamic environment promotes local search as well, because the search heuristics mostly do not care about modi cations of the search space. This di ers from complete methods, as these have to update their memory of the already explored search space.
For a satisfaction task, local search's intermediate states are still inconsistent according to the objective function value. Thereby local search is inherently a partial satisfaction. An extension of re nement search with partial satisfaction is much more ine cient, as the search space grows enormously.
Constraint Programming with Global Constraints
The constraint programming framework focuses on the solution of combinatorial search problems, and provides highly declarative problem modeling structures. The basic constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is formulated as a set of variables X = fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g, where each variable is associated with a domain D 1 ; :::; D n , and a set of constraints C = fC 1 ; :::; C m g over these variables.
The domains can be symbols as well as numbers, continuous or discrete (e.g. "door", "13", "6.5"). Constraints are relations between variables (e.g. "X a is a friend of X b ", "X a < X b X c "), which restrict the possible value assignments. Constraint satisfaction is the search for a variable assignment, which satis es the given constraints. General purpose search mechanisms can master smaller tasks, but realworld problems are often out of reach. A way to approach larger and more complex problems is to exploit domain-speci c information. This can be achieved by the application of so-called global constraints PL95], instead of using a standard problem encoding with simple primitives such as linear inequalities and the like. A global constraint is a replacement for a set of lower-level constraints, where additional domain knowledge allows the application of specialized data representations and algorithms to guide and accelerate search.
For instance, the alldifferent(V) constraint is a global constraint, which enforces all included variables of the set V to take di erent values. A formulation by lower-level constraints would include inequality constraints for all possible variable pairs of the set V. But the application of the global constraint with a speci c data representation and satisfaction methods can yield a much better performance (e.g. by a demon-observed array representation, see PL95]).
Global constraints are a kind of compromise between generality and eciency (see g. 1). They can e ciently master complex relations, but should be ne grained enough to be applicable in a range of di erent problems. Global constraints do not have to cover disjunct problem areas, as redundancy often pays o .
Commercial tools like the ILOG Scheduler LeP94] make an extensive use of global constraints. Thereby they are able to gain an enormous speedup 3 Combining Constraint Programming and Local Search
The following approach uses the concept of global constraints to encapsulate speci c representations and search information in global constraints, whereas the more general search control is separated. This makes it possible to get a handle on local search, while preserving features like declarativeness, reusability, and maintenance. The global search control calculates the objective function value by combining the values of the single global constraints. The second task of the global search control is to provide mechanisms to select a global constraint for the improvement within an iteration step (see g. 2). For this choice task a wide variety of local search methods can be applied, ranging from a simple random choice of unsatis ed constraints to more elaborated techniques with learning, tabu lists etc.
The global search control module should support a variety of methods, which can be applied in a user-speci ed way (like in the exible blackbox system KS98]).
Searching within the Global Constraints
A global constraint can have many di erent improvement heuristics. For example, one heuristic for a hill-climbing improvement, and another for a random change (like WSAT). The selection of an improvement heuristic can be done by similar techniques as the choice of the global constraint. By the integration of global search state parameters, an anytime choice with a dependency on the current search situation can be applied.
For the determination of a neighborhood state's objective function value, the modi ed constraint's contribution has to be checked by the constraint's evaluator. As the change of variables can a ect further constraints, all other constraints over the modi ed variables have to be checked, too.
If a search based on greedy improvement shall be supported, the heuristics must also be able to pre-evaluate their modi cations. Most of the standard local search methods do so, but because of the potentially very large neighborhood of the more complex global constraints this may not always be a good idea.
Within the evaluator, re nement/propagation techniques can provide a substantial support to generate the successor state and its evaluation (e.g. a re nement search for some variables, see Dech97]).
In the beginning there must be an initialization phase. Values are assigned to all variables and all constraints must compute their start inconsistency. Dynamically added variables must take an initial value as well, and added/removed constraints must care about logging on/o at the global search control.
Relaxed Job-Shop Scheduling
Solving the standard job-shop scheduling by local search is studied in a lot of papers (see VAL94] for a survey), although there are only few experiments with a partial satisfaction/unfeasible state neighborhood. Experiments including dynamic aspects of job addition/removal are rare as well.
The dynamic job-shop scheduling problem de ned here is quite similar to the minimal perturbance resource feasibility problem of ERW97], in the way that there is a varying number of activities. The following scenario is a reduced version of the Excalibur agent's planning component Nar98].
As in traditional n m job-shop scheduling, there are n jobs in a schedule, each of them having m tasks. All tasks of a job are connected via m?1 linear distance inequalities involving start or end time points of two tasks. For the compliance with the scheduling horizon h, there is a linear distance inequality task end h for each task in addition. Each task has to be processed at a speci c machine, and each of the o machines can process only one task at once. Every p microseconds of computation time, one job is removed from the schedule, and a new job must be added.
The goal is to nd a concrete begin/end for all currently active tasks, so that the constraints are satis ed as much as possible. For a comparison of di erent algorithms, the inconsistency can be displayed over time (see g. 3; peaks happen at job removal/addition), and the average inconsistency can be computed. The measurement of inconsistency is of course a tricky a air, but it is pointless to discuss the appropriateness of a special measurement of inconsistency, as this is an example application only. To include not only a Boolean satis ed/not satis ed value for constraints (MAX-CSP), the inconsistency is measured in the following way:
For each discrete point of time from 0 to h on each machine, the number of claiming tasks ?1 is added to the inconsistency, if there is a claim of more than one task. For each linear distance inequality that is unsatis ed, the minimal shift distance required for one of the inequality variables to satisfy the inequality is added to the inconsistency.
Realization
The dynamic job-shop scheduling problem was encoded according to the global constraint concept
1
. There are two types of global constraints: machine constraints for the non-overlap, and job constraints for the jobs' internal task relations.
The global search control selects inconsistent constraints only. The constraints' improvement heuristics are very simple so far. Each constraint has a virtual improvement heuristic and another one with a random variation of a random variable.
For a machine constraint, the virtual heuristic selects an inconsistent overlap. One randomly chosen causer task is shifted to a new position, whereby the choice probability of a new position is dependent on the improvement of the consistency. For a job constraint, the virtual heuristic selects an inconsistent inequality, and performs a minimal shift of one of the involved tasks in a way, that the inequality is ful lled.
The global search control selection as well as other constraint-internal choices are not based on a pre-evaluation of the possible improvement, as there are too many possible neighborhood states. The choice can currently either be done by choosing the subject with the highest current inconsistency, or be based on a probability distribution according to the subjects' inconsistency (randomization).
The initial state is computed by an iterative addition of n jobs with p microseconds of computation time in between, which is used for improvement iterations. The tasks of the added job are randomly distributed within the scheduling horizon.
The following parameters were used for the test runs in the next section: The tasks' duration is 100 added by a random shift of -99 to +100. 40 % of a job's tasks need the same machine as another task of the job. The jobs' inequalities consist of 20 % equations and 80 % real inequalities. The inequalities involve a shift constant, which is 100 added by a random shift of -99 to +100. Figure 4 shows experiments, where all selections are randomized, but only the virtual improvement heuristics are considered (no random walks). The schedule always contains 50 jobs with each of them having ve tasks, and there are ve machines. Each tenth of a second there is a job removal/addition 2 . According to a computation with complete search by the ConPlan system Gol97], the minimal horizon for a maximal consistent solution varies around 6000, depending on the currently active jobs 3 . With a horizon of 2000, the topology of the search space is so at, that any improvement e ect is close to pure noise.
Results
A more complete picture is shown in g. 5. One point represents the average inconsistency for 10 seconds. A fast decline in the beginning is followed by a slow decline towards larger horizons, caused by the decreasing trouble of the horizon-related inequalities.
Besides the average, the variation of the single test run results plays an important role. Figure 6 visualizes the results of 1000 test runs for one CPU second. The average is shown by the bold line. The average line hardly varies around result 600 which means, that constantly 60 % of the test runs are better than average, and 40 % worse. This closeness to 50 % is an indicator for a reasonable variance of single test runs. The ratio of 60:40 remains constantly the same for other horizons as well. The following subsections investigate the use of techniques to avoid local minima and plateaus. As this may have a stronger e ect on later search situations, which are closer to local minima, there has been done no job removal/addition in these experiments. There are 10 jobs with 10 tasks and a horizon of 2300. The start inconsistency is about 50000.
Randomization
The previous testruns had a randomization at all choice options. But randomization does not always have to have an improving e ect. Figure 7 shows choice variants, where N means choosing the subject with highest inconsistency, and R means a choice based on a probability distribution according to the subjects' inconsistency. The letters g, m, and t indicate the choice points, g the global search control's constraint selection, m the overlap choice of the machine constraints' virtual improvement heuristic, and t the inequality choice of the task constraints' virtual improvement heuristic.
For the rst phase ( g. 7, top picture) of the search, the quality of the strategies can nearly be sorted according to their amount of randomization, As the search proceeds, the Rm component becomes more important, indicating that the machine constraint's virtual heuristic does not always make the right decisions anymore. Shortly thereafter, the Rt component gets a bit of in uence as well, making NgRmRt to converge to a full satisfaction at rst, followed by the non-randomized NgNmNt. RgNmNt is the third to reach a total satisfaction, hardly before NgRmNt.
In general, a non-randomization seems to be the best for the g decision, whereas a randomization of m and t depends on the available computation time. The randomization of m is much more important than that of t, which can be related to the better heuristic for the simpler task constraint.
One should be careful with an anytime switching between variants for di erent search stages based on the graphs of the single variants. The switch to a variant with the steepest descent for an actual inconsistency does not have to be the optimal behavior, as each variant has a di erent search history, and may presuppose structurally very di erent areas of the search space to progress. A prognose of the behavior of switching strategies gets even more complicated by the dynamics of the dynamic job-shop scheduling problem.
Random Walks
Random walks are random moves in the search space, which do not care about the change of the objective function value. The idea is that the search is pulled away from hopeless situations (like local minima) from time to time. In contrast to restarts, random walks keep within the area of the current state.
Random walks can be included by an allowance of a selection of the random variation heuristics. Figure 8 shows the results for di erent probabilities for the random variation heuristics to be chosen. It is easy to see that the random walks worsen the results in general. Not even a cross-over appears somewhere: the more random walks, the more inconsistency. It turns out to be absolutely useless to apply tabu lists. Even for the non-randomized NgNmNt version there is no di erence.
Related Work and Conclusion
Many publications focus on problem-speci c local search solutions. The advance in e ciency is the primary goal, whereas generality is often disregarded. This paper has shown a way to combine local search with constraint programming. Instead of a domain-speci c tangle, reusable global constraints provide a declarative approach to specify problems. The modular structure makes it easy to vary, reuse, and extend problem descriptions. Tricky problem formulations by propositional logic (e.g. for the *SAT algorithm family) can be avoided. In addition, those formalisms have problems with representing a metric of a partial constraint problem speci cation.
Other authors have tackled the problem of combining local search with constraint satisfaction on a more general level, too. This includes the processing of linear pseudo-Boolean constraint problems Wal97], weak-commitment The most important di erence of our work to all these approaches is the ability of global constraints to include constraint-speci c search control and representation knowledge. The ne grained constraints of other local search approaches for CSPs allow a wide application range, but the lowlevel problem decomposition also deprives of most of the domain-speci c knowledge, and there is often not enough information locally available to direct the search MJPL92].
The results of the previous section point out that the revision of a current state on a more global level with an inclusion of domain-speci c knowledge make the global constraint approach more resistant against getting caught in local optima or on plateaus (even with our very simple improvement heuristics). Techniques like random walks or tabu lists worsen or do not improve the search behavior. The weaker the knowledge of a global constraints is, the more randomization is useful for its decisions.
The results of this work also suggest to reconsider problem decomposition techniques for distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DCSPs) YIK90]. In DCSPs, the constituting element for the agents are variables. But problem solving knowledge is primary related to constraints, and the use of global constraints as agents might result in a better satisfaction behavior.
Further work includes an extension to Excalibur's planning model, experiments with weights and weight learning Fra97] for the constraint selection, and a variation of the heuristics. More information about the Excalibur project is available at:
http://www.first.gmd.de/concorde/EXCALIBURhome.html
